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funds. Mob violence and peonage had declined, the quality of
the police and law courts slowly improved, and appeals to
the sense of fair play seemed to be growing.* 'In the
South, in particular/* wrote the distinguished colored educa-
tor Charles S. Johnson at the end of this era, "there has been
manifest over the past decade a disposition, stemming from
economic and regional necessity, to conceive the Negro pop-
ulation, in the total planning of the region, as something
more than 3 temporary and burdensome adjunct to the
white population * * * /*
For white and black alike, the key to the South's eco-
nomic welfare lay in using her natural resources with keener
social intelligence. True, conservation was no novelty even
in this prodigal, easy-going land. After the Civil War some
South Carolinians had built up a modest but thriving industry
in preparing phosphates for soil enrichment, and in 1918 the
South* s only president since that conflict, Woodrow Wilson,
had caused the construction of a dam and two nitrate plants
at Muscle Shoals on the Tennessee River in northern Alabama
to make explosives and fertilizers for war and peace* Henry-
Ford and other industrialists long cast covetous eyes upon
this development, and for years it remained a bone of polit-
ical contention* Meanwhile the Tennessee basin, draining
portions of seven Southern states with a population of four
and a half million, continued like the rest of the South to
denude its topsoil, deny it replenishment and squander other
resources like timber, minerals and water power.
For this region of income and living standards not only
well below the national average, but even under the Southern
median, a new destiny began in May, 1933. Thanks to a
* "The Southerner's attitude toward the Negro is incredibly more humane
than it was in the South I knew as a child," wrote the South Carolina edu-
cator John A. Rice, / Came Out of the Eighteenth Centum (N. Y., 1942),
195. The Swedish sociologist Myrdal, after an exhaustive four-year study spon-
sored by the Carnegie Corporation, reached a similar conclusion. American
Dilemma, II, 998-999. Yet antilynching bills in Congress continued to meet
with fanatic opposition from the traditional Southern bloc.

